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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let the function 
f(z) = a, + a,+ + -.- (1) 
be analytic at co. For m, n = 0, l,..., the (m, n) Pad& approximant P,,Jf(z)] 
is defined as the unique rational function for which 
where p,,(x) and Q,&z) are polynomials in l/x with degp,, < n and 
deg q mn < m. The most interesting PadC approximants seem to be those on 
the “main diagonal” of the Pad& table, that is P,,[f(z)]. They are closely 
connected to the continued fraction associated with (1). The best introduction 
to PadC approximation is in Perron’s book on continued fractions [9, Chapter 
lo]. Recently Pad& approximation has become important in theoretical 
physics [ 11. 
There are only two classes of functions for which we know that the PadC 
approximants converge locally uniformly [9, Section 681 [4]. Both can be 
defined in terms of positivity properties of the sequence (a,). In general they 
need not converge even pointwise. Wallin [lo] has constructed an entire 
function in l/x for which I’,,Jf(z)] is unbounded for each finite z. On the 
other hand, Wallin proved that these approximants converge almost every- 
where (with respect to plane Lebesgue measure) if the entire function is of 
order less than two. But even for order zero the points of divergence may be 
everywhere dense. 
Nuttall [8] gave the first convergence result that applies to all functionsf(z) 
meromorphic in 1 z 1 > 0. He proved that, forj = 0, l,... and r > 1, E > 0, 
(n + co). 
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We shall show that this convergence in measure can be replaced by conver- 
gence in capacity, under the weaker assumption thatJ(x) has at most a set of 
essential singularities of zero capacity. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
The capacity (also called transfinite diameter) of the compact set EC @ 
can be defined by 
cap E = /i+i k& IXI~; 1 h(z)llik (3) 
where Pk is the class of all polynomials h(z) = zk + ... of degree li [5, 
Chapter 7; 6, Chapter 161. It satisfies 
meas E < +cap E)2. (4) 
If E is countable then cap E = 0; if E contains a connected subset then 
cap E > 0. Both statements cannot be reversed. 
THEOREM. Let E C @ be a compact set with cap E = 0 and let f(z) be 
(singlevalued and) analytic in the complement G of E. Then, for E > 0, 7 > 0, 
r > 1, X > 1 there exists m, such that 
I Pd-fb>l -f@)l < cm Cm > m. , I/h < n/m d 4 
for 1 z 1 < r, z ql Emn where cap Enzn < 77. 
(5) 
Since we do not increase the capacity by adding a countable set it would 
have been sufficient to assume that f (z) is meromorphic in G. Because of (4) 
Nuttall’s result is contained in our theorem; his proof already shows that the 
capacity (and not only the measure) of the exceptional set tends to zero. 
COROLLARY. Let E be a compact set of capacity zero, and let f (x) be analytic 
in the complement of E. Let (m,), (n,) be increasing sequences such that 
I/h < n,lm, < X for some A. If A is a compact set disjoint from E that does not 
contain any limit point of poles of 
f”(Z) = ~wL,Tl,[f (41 
then, for every E > 0 and some vo(e), 
I./J4 -fWl < 2” (z E A, v > ~0). 
A closely related result for functions meromorphic in 1 z 1 > 0 was proved 
by Chisholm [3] and Beardon [2]. It is not known whether there always exists 
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such a subsequence of Pad& approximants and a compact set A free from 
limit points of poles. 
Proof. It follows from the assumption about A that the distance of E and 
of all poles of f”(z) from A is >, S, for some 6 > 0. The maximum principle 
shows that we may delete from the exceptional set E, = E,,, n any component 
that does not contain a singularity off(z) or f,,(z). Further&re the diameter 
of any component of E, is < 4 cap E, [5, p. 2621 and thus < 6 if v is large 
enough. Therefore A is also disjoint from E, , and the assertion follows from 
the theorem. 
3. AN AUXILIARY RESULT 
LEMMA. Let T > 0 be given and let g(z) be a polynomial of degree < m 
such that 
;z I&l 2 1. (6) 
Let 0 < E < 4 and B = {I z 1 < Y, 1 g(z)1 < l “}. Then cap B < 3rc. 
Proof. Since E < 1 we may assume that g(z) has the exact degree m. We 
write 
where zi (j = l,..., R) denotes all zeros with I xi I < 2r. It follows from (6) 
that 
1 < I c I (3rY fi (I 3 I + r). (8) 
j=k+l 
We consider the polynomial h(x) = (zr - x1) **. (z - zk) in gk . Let 
x E B. Then j z I < r and therefore, by (7) and (8), 
I 44 = I dz,l/(l c I je+, I x - zj I) 
< l 1”(3r)” fi (I Zj 1 + r)/(l Zj / - r) < E”3”. 
i=k+l 
Using that 3 E < 1 we deduce 
rnctt 1 h(z)ll/k < 3~ 
As we can consider h(x) z E B,, instead of h(z) E 8, and let I -+ co we obtain 
from the definition (3) of the capacity that cap B < 2~. 
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4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
(a) We first consider the case m .< n < Am. We may assume 
O<E<l, 3ra3 < ‘I, Y > 4, EC{/ x 1 <r - 4}. (9) 
Since cap E = 0 there exists a number k and a polynomial h E gk such that E 
is enclosed by the system of curves 
C = {z E CZ’: 1h(z)1 = Sk}, 6 = &4/rA < E, (10) 
which we orientate in the positive sense. The compact set 
4, = {I 44 < l “> (11) 
satisfies cap Es = E [5, p. 259; 6, p. 2701 and CC E,, C {I z / < r}. 
We consider the Padt approximants (2). Then 
&&) = ~m%7wl(~) 
is a polynomial of degree < m which we normalize by 
;y I &&4I = 1. 
(12) 
(13) 
Let (m - k)/k < 1 < m/k so that h(z)l is a polynomial of degree kl < m. 
Hence it follows from (2) that, as 5 + 00, 
WW ih&)f(5) - P,,(OI = PhW W5m+n+1) = W5). 
By (12) we can write 
(14) 
P&J2 hnn(Of(5) - ~mnG)l = P-‘WY gm&) f(l;) - h(6)’ P&m(5) (15) 
where the first term on the right side is analytic for 5 $ E because n > m, 
and where the other term is a polynomial. 
Let z $ E, . Since E lies inside C and z lies outside C it follows from 
Cauchy’s integral formula and from (14) and (15) that 
z"h(z)~[q,,(z)f(x) -&,&z)] = & jccn-mh(~lg,Z")'(i) dc. (16) 
The function f(c) is bounded on C. Also C C {I 5 1 < Y} and therefore 
1 g&c)\ < 1 for 4 E C by (13) and the maximum principle. Since 
0 < n - m < Xm it follows from (16) and (10) that 
I .eh(# [q,&z) f(z) - p,&z)]I < MrA’%“’ < M6-L(r%)m, 
because kl > m - k. The constant M is independent of m, n, 2. 
(17) 
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Because of (13) the lemma shows that 1 g,,&z)1 > l in { / x / < r}\Bmn 
where cap B,, < 3r~. If we divide (17) by (18) and use the definition (10) 
of S we therefore obtain 
I f(4 - Pmla(~),i4mn(X)l < M~-k(4@+1)” I &l&w 
< M&-“E~” < P 
(1% 
for m > m0 . The inequality holds for / z I < Y, x $ Em, where 
Emn = (1 .z I < 4 u 4, u &m . 
The subadditivity property of the capacity [7, p. 1271 shows that 
cap A, < (y. (V = l,..., N) 
(20) 
* cap(A, U *.. u AN) < &N[diam(A, u **. U AN)]l-‘lIN’. 
Since cap E,, = E < 3r~ we deduce 
cap Em, < (3~e)l/~ (2r)2/3 < 2rr113 < 7 
because of (9). This proves the assertion if n > m. 
(b) Let now A-lrn < n < m. We shall reduce this case to the first case 
using that 
~mn[f(~)l = 1/~nmLf*@)l~ f*(4 = m4 (21) 
provided that a,, # 0; if a,, = 0 we have to make some slight changes in the 
proof. Let E* be E together with all zeros of f(z). Then cap E* = 0, and 
f*(z) = l/‘(z) is analytic in the complement G*. Since n < m < An it 
follows from part (a) that 
I ~nm[ f *(+I - f *64 I < c2n (n > no*>, (22) 
for 1x1 <r, z#Ezm where cap Ezm<q*. Sincef*(z)#O for ZEG* 
and aG* = E* has capacity zero there exists /I > 0 such that If*(z)] > @ 
for / z / < Y, z $ El* where cap El* < y*. Hence, by (21) and (22), 
I ~dfl -f I = IwnmLf*l) - l/f* I 
G If* - ~n7nLf*ll/lf* I (If* I - If* - ~nnv*ll) 
< 2”//3(/3 - 3”) < 2P//32 < l (n > 4 
for 1x1 <r,z$E,,, where the capacity of Em, = E$,, u E,* can be made 
< rl bY WV 
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